
 
 
 
 

TRANSCENDENT WARFARE will soon be in the streets of 
 USA – and Booz Allen Hamilton knows you don’t know 

 

You still haven't heard about synthetic telepathy, i.e. Anomalous Cognition? [i.e. remote mind viewing] 
used in military research and globalized corporate labs? Silent Voice First: Newest mind reading devices & 
technology of 2018. Mind to Mind wireless telepathic technology has been perfected in classified programs 
and soon to be commercialized … 

Scroll down to read more about ‘psychotronic shooters’ 

 

 
garmin 620 

 
current 2018 update:  

The Economist Jan 4th 2018   

The next frontier--Using thought to control machines 

Brain-computer interfaces may change what it means to be human  
Both America’s armed forces and Silicon Valley are starting to focus on the brain. Facebook dreams of thought-to-
text typing. Kernel, a startup, has $100m to spend on neurotechnology. Elon Musk has formed a firm called 
Neuralink; he thinks that, if humanity is to survive the advent of artificial intelligence, it needs an upgrade. 

http://garmin-forerunner.com/comparison/garmin-620-vs-630-vs-920XT
http://www.reliablecounter.com/


Many of the first applications hold out unambiguous promise—of movement and senses restored. But as uses 
move to the augmentation of abilities, whether for military purposes or among consumers, a host of concerns will 
arise. Privacy is an obvious one: the refuge of an inner voice may disappear. Security is another: if a brain can 
be reached on the internet, it can also be hacked. Inequality is a third: access to superhuman cognitive 
abilities could be beyond all except a self-perpetuating elite. 

*************************  click here to read all about COCHLEAR IMPLANTS into the skull and brain mass!  
 
The new “silent speech system.” Regina Dugan and DARPA are looking at using optical imaging – using lasers to 
capture changes in the properties of neurons as they fire – to glean words straight from our brain before we say 
them. If these signals can be read, they can be transmitted silently to other people. She has assembled a team of 60 
people, including machine learning and neural prosthetics experts, to enable such a system. Using the combined 
skills set of brain-computer interface engineers and neural imaging engineers. Their goal? To create a system 
capable of telepathically typing one hundred words per minute – five times faster than you can type on a 
smartphone – straight from your brain to other brains, without the use of a mini smart phone. “It sounds 
impossible but it’s closer than you may realize.” It is now in black ops research a fact. They will use non-invasive 
sensors that can measure brain activity hundreds of times per second at high resolution to decode brain signals 
associated with language in real time. Apart from building a brain-to-computer interface, her team is also working 
on a way to let people hear through their skin, which will produce a parallel technology that allows wifi mind 
reception of foreign languages in a language you understand, without the use of any devices, which can at the same 
time transmit feelings and emotions via device free wifi also.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_aQVHubXoDo   

2017 when Silent Voice First was introduced – go to minute 16:15 for new update on cochlear device technology 
and to minute 11:30 for wireless brain to brain human telepathy communication systems available in black ops 
projects. 
  
 Regina Dugan-->DARPA director-->Google director-->Facebook Building 8 secret project, she has had since last 
millennium unlimited access to MIT personnel. 

Dugan first served as a Pentagon DARPA program manager from 1996 to 2000.  2000-2008 no data from 
Wikipedia, however RedXDefense was co-founded in 2005 by Regina Dugan with her dad as CEO and her uncle is 
chief advisor of strategy, who is an identical twin of her father (no info available via FOIA  -- 
http://foreignpolicy.com/2014/08/13/former-darpa-chief-violated-pentagon-ethics-rules/); then again, from July 
2009 to March 2012, Dugan served as the 19th Director of DARPA, leading an active operational deployment in 
direct support of the war in Afghanistan for which the Agency was awarded the Joint Meritorious Unit Award. She 
is on the Board of Varian Medical Systems, Inc. and on the Board of Zynga . 
https://www.timesofisrael.com/facebook-wants-to-read-your-mind/ 
Her technology could let people fire off text messages or emails by thinking, instead of needing to interrupt what 
they are doing to use smartphone touchscreens, for example. 

BOOZ ALLEN HAMILTON (BAH) dark hand in black ops, electronic human telepathy  

(however, often Booz Allen Hamilton is under suspicion of breaking secrecy laws signed between them and the 
DoD and subjected to external investigations) 

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/project-on-government-oversight/air-force-lifts-booz-alle_1_b_1437605.html  

NOV. 2017 – from Newsweek: In a Facebook post this week, Regina Dugan said: “Today I am announcing that early 
next year, I will be leaving Facebook [Silent Voice First project) to focus on building and leading a new endeavor. 
http://www.newsweek.com/facebook-brain-computer-interface-chief-quits-building-8-project-mind-reading-
689153  

http://carpathian_bronze.tripod.com/cochlear.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_aQVHubXoDo
http://foreignpolicy.com/2014/08/13/former-darpa-chief-violated-pentagon-ethics-rules/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Varian_Medical_Systems
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zynga
https://www.timesofisrael.com/facebook-wants-to-read-your-mind/
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/project-on-government-oversight/air-force-lifts-booz-alle_1_b_1437605.html
https://www.facebook.com/ReginaEDugan/posts/419962935072817?pnref=story
http://www.newsweek.com/facebook-brain-computer-interface-chief-quits-building-8-project-mind-reading-689153
http://www.newsweek.com/facebook-brain-computer-interface-chief-quits-building-8-project-mind-reading-689153


Facebook isn’t the only company working on a brain-machine interface, with DARPA revealing plans last year for a 
neural connection that will “open the channel between the human brain and modern electronics.” Elon Musk is also 
working on similar technology through his Neuralink startup, which registered as a “medical research” firm in 
California last July. The so-called neural lace involves implanting electrodes into the brain in order to augment 
natural intelligence. Eventually, Musk hopes the interface will allow humans to compete with artificial intelligence. 

from QUORA article on Silent Voice First: 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/quora/2017/04/25/the-revolutionary-voice-first-technology-being-
developed-in-facebooks-building-8/amp/  

The concept is simple in that we all say the words we speak in our minds before we speak them. In some 
situations, perhaps not as many as we imagine, we may find the need to just think the words we want to say to 
our Voice First Personal Assistants rather than speaking them aloud. Facebook identified this issue and is 
building the new systems around the old science of hemispheric brain energy scans surfacing the speech 
centers and through AI and Machine Learning (ML) using this data to extract word intents. develop a brain-
computer interface that will, in the future, allow individuals to communicate with other people without 
speaking. Ultimately, they hope to develop a technology that allows individuals to “speak” using nothing but 
their thoughts—unconstrained by time or distance.  

They want to create category defining products that are Social First of course using Voice First as the primary 
input system. Products that allow us to form more human connections and, in the end, unite the digital world of 
the internet with the physical world and the human mind. The brain produces about 1 terabyte per a second, 
through speech, we can only transmit information to others at about 100 bytes per a second. Facebook wants 
to get all of that information out of the “brain” and into the world. Typing is not going to be useful in this new 
world. The average person types between 38 and 40 words per minute. We can speak at 100 words a minute 
and using our thoughts we can match this speed. That’s far, far faster than most humans can type on a 
computer or device. The goal is to allow people to type five times faster than people can type on a smartphone 
straight from their brain. This means that they are developing technologies that can “read” the human brain in 
order to transmit this information. 

Next, they will work to allow people to “telepathically type”. 

Building 8 is working on technology that will allow all humans to type and click through our brains in order to 
interact with computers. This is sort of a brain touch screen metaphor. This tech is a magnitude more complex 
than decoding Silent Words. They have developed actuators that allow people to “hear” through their skin. 
Ultimately the technology will allow humans to “feel” words. Eventually you will think something and send the 
thought to someone’s skin. Additionally, this will allow people to think something in one language and have a 
person receive the thought in an entirely different language. 

University Research and Partnerships. 

The thinking-to-text project is headed up by Mark Chevillet, previously an adjunct professor of neuroscience at 
Johns Hopkins University. Chevillet said the goal over two years is to build a noninvasive system that harnesses 
picks up speech signals inside the brain and permit people to silently turn those thoughts into text at a speed of 
100 words per minute. 

From a blogger: The term C4ISR is a descriptor for Artificial Telepathy -- a powerful fusion of signal processing 
technologies that allows technicians to remotely gather and collect human intelligence (HUMINT) from the brain 
signals (SIGINT) of other human beings. As with C4ISR, Artificial Telepathy incorporates "signals collection" 
(eavesdropping) with "intelligence analysis" (figuring out what people intend to do) by utilizing satellites and 
computers. One could define Artificial Telepathy as a subset of C4ISR with a special focus on neurology, psychology 
and mind control. Artificial Telepathy is an exotic form of C4ISR that allows warriors to communicate nonvocally 
with soldiers in the field, enables spies and intelligence agents to perform reconnaisance and surveillance 
nonlocally by means of "remote viewing," and allows military officers to command and control the behavior of 

http://www.newsweek.com/us-military-plans-cyborg-soldiers-new-darpa-project-418128
http://www.newsweek.com/us-military-plans-cyborg-soldiers-new-darpa-project-418128
http://www.newsweek.com/elon-musk-neuralink-startup-brains-ai-neural-lace-575078
https://www.forbes.com/sites/quora/2017/04/25/the-revolutionary-voice-first-technology-being-developed-in-facebooks-building-8/amp/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/quora/2017/04/25/the-revolutionary-voice-first-technology-being-developed-in-facebooks-building-8/amp/


human minds at a distance, with the artificial aid of carefully networked satellite and computer technology. Booz 
Allen Hamilton certainly has close ties to the contractors who worked on the Pentagon's "Stargate" program for 
psychic spying in the 1990s, and it took a lead role in development of the NSA's "Total Information Awareness" 
projects, mentioned in earlier posts.  

"Brainwaves to Social Media Platforms" + "Silent Voice First" 

Smart phone functions in your brain without speaking you can hear and speak to others and control your internet 
surfing & viewing internally in your head. 

Big Brother will soon easily monitor all your thoughts, urges, views, mental imagery, emotions, memories, and 
communications to others and between your biological internal systems. 

Elon Musk.  Despite his many contradictory statements, he is all for it and probably an advanced android himself, 
still a classified project. 

Like spiders, AI software/moveable hardware and global intelligence can "lay like insect eggs backup programs 
everywhere".  Why do you think it was originally called THE WEB? 

Start at minute 8:45  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5tn4P7IBqoQ 

--------------------------------------  
webmaster Bryan Adrian 

HERE IS YOUR PRIMER..... ----> President Obama's BRAIN initiative for DARPA at Ft. Campbell & 
Minneapolis firm MEDTRONIC, 2014-15, and beyond! Read all the links below to find out more about .... 
The NESD program aims to develop an implantable neural interface able to provide unprecedented signal 
resolution and data-transfer bandwidth between the brain and the digital world. 

What are the Ethics of Military Cognitive Psychologists "Restoring" Lost Memories by brain chip implants, a May 
2014 study by Daily Mail reporter Victoria Woollaston. "Although the exact science behind the plans won't be 
announced 'for a few months', a medical ethicist has expressed concerns the technology could interfere with a 
patient's personality and even their conscience." Eventually, DARPA hopes to develop a wifi device that is portable 
and wireless and that 'must incorporate implantable probes'.  
 

 
 
"anomalous cognition"--Anomalous cognition is a term coined by Science Applications International Corporation 
(SAIC) to refer to ESP, including telepathy, clairvoyance, precognition and remote viewing. SAIC also refers to 
psychokinesis as anomalous perturbation. SAIC claims their terminology is neutral. It also sounds more scientific 
and looks better on grant applications. SRI out at Stanford is really into this field too. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5tn4P7IBqoQ
http://www.darpa.mil/program/our-research/darpa-and-the-brain-initiative
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2617705/Brain-implant-restore-MEMORIES-wounded-soldiers-Alzheimers-sufferers-ethical.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2617705/Brain-implant-restore-MEMORIES-wounded-soldiers-Alzheimers-sufferers-ethical.html
http://www.psy.unipd.it/~tressold/cmssimple/uploads/Baptista%20et%20al%20Handbook.pdf
http://www.psy.unipd.it/~tressold/cmssimple/uploads/Baptista%20et%20al%20Handbook.pdf
http://www.psy.unipd.it/~tressold/cmssimple/uploads/Baptista%20et%20al%20Handbook.pdf
http://www.psy.unipd.it/~tressold/cmssimple/uploads/Baptista%20et%20al%20Handbook.pdf
http://www.psy.unipd.it/~tressold/cmssimple/uploads/Baptista et al Handbook.pdf


 
--- old 1999 research collides with new 2017 applications: Why Psi: Perceptions of Anomalous Cognition, by 
Debbie Plotnick  
 
July 2015--“The new partnership between Tufts and NSRDEC will allow NSRDEC scientists opportunities to 
partner with Tufts faculty and students and utilize unique center resources,” Mahoney said. “It will also afford the 
opportunity for Tufts faculty, undergrad and grad students to gain further real-world experience working 
collaboratively with NSRDEC scientists to solve Soldier problems in specialized NSRDEC facilities, such as the 
climatic chambers, that are not available to them at the university.” The center’s research will be divided into four 
areas. The first area will examine the principles, which govern interactions between people and intelligent 
supporting systems. “These include hand-held and person-borne devices [smart phones, head-mounted displays 
and tablets] and autonomous robotic platforms aimed at augmenting and optimizing human cognition, effect, 
and/or physical capabilities in mixed initiative teams,” Mahoney said.  

Kentucky is the most meteor impacted region of the U.S. by meteorites in our continent's entire known 
geologic history. A huge underground arch and dome connects this cavernous underground complex 
directly to similar meteor formed structures in Cincinnati, Ohio, and in parts of Pennsylvania.  

TRANSCENDENT WARFARE  

 
 
Unconventional Human Intelligence Support: Transcendent and Asymmetric Warfare Implications of Remote 
Viewing by Commander L. R. Bremseth, United States Navy, 28 April 2001  
 
Abstract Concerned that a psychical (PSI) gap exis ted between U.S. and Soviet paranormal research efforts, the CIA 
sponsored disc reet research into paranormal phenomena commencing in 1972. Over the succeeding twen ty-three 
years, the U.S. military and intelligence services were actively involved in paranormal research and operations 
involving a process known as remote vi ewing. Remote viewing, which produced specialized human intelligence 
suppor t, served as part of overall m ilitary and government organizations' intelligence colle ction efforts. In 1995, 
after assuming remote viewing pr ogram management resp onsibilities from the DI A, the CIA decided to terminate 
the program based on a contr oversial review conducted by the American Institutes for Research. Yet, remote 
viewing's demonstrated capacity for providing unique, non-technical intelligence support posits said program as a 
leading candidate for exploring currently evolving forms of warfare. Presented within is a brief history of the 
remote viewing program, an examination of its evolution over the course of more than twenty-three years, and a 
discussion of its continuing relevance to national security and emerging warfare trends.  
 

http://serendip.brynmawr.edu/bb/neuro/neuro99/web2/Plotnick.html
http://serendip.brynmawr.edu/bb/neuro/neuro99/web2/Plotnick.html
http://www.fortcampbellcourier.com/news/article_078a29e4-2036-11e5-a0c2-f3670ddb9710.html
http://www.fortcampbellcourier.com/news/article_078a29e4-2036-11e5-a0c2-f3670ddb9710.html
http://rviewer.com/Bremseth.pdf
http://rviewer.com/Bremseth.pdf


 
MINDSTORM wifi artificial telepathy and telekinesis warfare actually exists, not just in cheap Hollywood B-movies, 
but let's take a look a such a movie first!  
 

 

Anomalous Cognition: Remote Viewing Research and Theory Paperback – August 7, 2014 

Anomalous cognition involves the acquisition of information emerging from a distant point in spacetime that is 
blocked from the usual sensory systems by distance, shielding or time. From 1975 to 1995, Edwin May was a 
scientist and then program director for the U.S. government's psychic espionage program, known as STAR GATE. 
With the closing of that program, research has continued at the Laboratories for Fundamental Research, in Palo 
Alto, in the areas of methodology and analysis, neurophysiological studies, personnel assessment and selection, 
operations research, the physics of anomalous cognition, and psychokinesis.  
 
The conclusions from this 35+ year research effort can be summarized as (1) ESP exists; (2) the gradient of 
Shannon entropy is the key factor influencing information transfer; (3) because of the innate nature of the ability, 
the phenomenon so far resists training for excellence (and replication studies will not yield results), and (4) 
evidence for psychokinesis (PK) is questionable. This book presents the state-of-the-art, with 26 key papers on 
research methods, physiological research, decision augmentation theory, entropy, other research, and research 
challenges. 
 

http://beaties_of_bulgaria.tripod.com/mindstorm.html
http://beaties_of_bulgaria.tripod.com/mindstorm.html
http://beaties_of_bulgaria.tripod.com/mindstorm.html
http://beaties_of_bulgaria.tripod.com/mindstorm.html


 
 
ARE TEMP AGENCIES GIVING YOU THE BLUES, Are They Driving You CRAZY? 
 

great possible forthcoming headlines for mid-to-end 2018: 

"TRUMP SPRING 2018" just might mean free trips to illegal Israel settlements and occupied Palestinian land for all 
Americans who want a new start, including newly arrived Mexican Americans and Non-Jewish unemployed in USA 
who can't find work and see no viable horizons!  
 
OBAMA'S FAREWELL! Was Obama the Nobel laureate merely a mime who mimicked the secret desires of NOBEL 
weapons' kingpins, such as current and past [including NOBEL mergers into a vast array of alliances with other 
corporations] ---> Nobel Industries, Nobel Biotech, KemaNobel, BOFORS Nobel Missles, Sandoz Nobel, Bofors Nobel 
Weapons Systems UDI, BAe Nobel, Dynamit Nobel-IG Farben-RUAG Technologies, Dynamit Nobel Landmines, ... OR, 
is Obama also... a magician at disseminating the memes of Goldman Sachs and Israeli Apartheid? 

http://www.angelfire.com/planet/blacklisting_central/Temp_Slaves.htm
http://www.angelfire.com/planet/blacklisting_central/Temp_Slaves.htm
http://www.angelfire.com/planet/blacklisting_central/Temp_Slaves.htm
http://www.angelfire.com/planet/blacklisting_central/Temp_Slaves.htm
http://www.angelfire.com/planet/blacklisting_central/Temp_Slaves.htm


 

 

TRANSCENDENT WARFARE  

Unconventional Human Intelligence Support: Transcendent and Asymmetric Warfare Implications of Remote 
Viewing by Commander L. R. Bremseth, United States Navy, 28 April 2001  
Abstract Concerned that a psychical (PSI) gap exis ted between U.S. and Soviet paranormal research efforts, the CIA 
sponsored disc reet research into paranormal phenomena commencing in 1972. Over the succeeding twen ty-three 
years, the U.S. military and intelligence services were actively involved in paranormal research and operations 
involving a process known as remote vi ewing. Remote viewing, which produced specialized human intelligence 
suppor t, served as part of overall m ilitary and government organizations' intelligence colle ction efforts. In 1995, 
after assuming remote viewing pr ogram management resp onsibilities from the DI A, the CIA decided to terminate 
the program based on a contr oversial review conducted by the American Institutes for Research. Yet, remote 
viewing's demonstrated capacity for providing unique, non-technical intelligence support posits said program as a 
leading candidate for exploring currently evolving forms of warfare. Presented within is a brief history of the 
remote viewing program, an examination of its evolution over the course of more than twenty-three years, and a 
discussion of its continuing relevance to national security and emerging warfare trends.  
Short stories, blogs, poems, filmscripts, news articles, video journalism, and tramp journalism by Bryan Adrian ... 
follow this link 
 

 

http://rviewer.com/Bremseth.pdf
http://rviewer.com/Bremseth.pdf
http://quiller-for-hire.blogspot.com/
http://quiller-for-hire.blogspot.com/


Anomalous Cognition: Remote Viewing Research and Theory Paperback – August 7, 2014 

Anomalous cognition involves the acquisition of information emerging from a distant point in spacetime that is 
blocked from the usual sensory systems by distance, shielding or time. From 1975 to 1995, Edwin May was a 
scientist and then program director for the U.S. government's psychic espionage program, known as STAR GATE. 
With the closing of that program, research has continued at the Laboratories for Fundamental Research, in Palo 
Alto, in the areas of methodology and analysis, neurophysiological studies, personnel assessment and selection, 
operations research, the physics of anomalous cognition, and psychokinesis.  
 
The conclusions from this 35+ year research effort can be summarized as (1) ESP exists; (2) the gradient of 
Shannon entropy is the key factor influencing information transfer; (3) because of the innate nature of the ability, 
the phenomenon so far resists training for excellence (and replication studies will not yield results), and (4) 
evidence for psychokinesis (PK) is questionable. This book presents the state-of-the-art, with 26 key papers on 
research methods, physiological research, decision augmentation theory, entropy, other research, and research 
challenges. 
 

AISLING recommended websites, 2018 

Recommended Websites: 

http://www.angelfire.com/planet/blacklisting_central/Temp_Slaves.htm 

http://www.angelfire.com/electronic2/haarpmicrowaves/NATO_in_USA.html  

http://www.angelfire.com/electronic2/haarpmicrowaves/Silent_Voices_First.html  

http://www.angelfire.com/planet/blacklisting_central/NED-AmCham-globalists.html  

http://www.angelfire.com/planet/blacklisting_central/ducksunlimited.html  

http://www.angelfire.com/planet/blacklisting_central/BOYCOTT-all-USA-elections.html  

http://www.angelfire.com/planet/blacklisting_central/FANNIE_MAE_REPORT.html  

new B. Traven link (how many centuries has Mexico been transfused by the occult?) 
https://docplayer.net/56059722-Short-stories-blogs-poems-filmscripts-news-articles-video-journalism-by-bryan-
adrian-follow-this-link.html 

http://rebbe_rocky.tripod.com/Jon_Stewart_NED.htm  

jack marchand 
http://www.angelfire.com/planet/blacklisting_central/Jack-Marchand-new-Nicolas-Tesla.html 

http://rebbe_rocky.tripod.com/CHABAD_gangsta_ties_TRUMP.html  

Rachel Maddow family  
http://rebbe_rocky.tripod.com/Rachel-Maddow-background.html 

http://www.angelfire.com/scifi/krakenwarriors/vampires.htm 

http://ross-mcconnel-shadow.tripod.com/what-is-PROMIS.html 

http://www.angelfire.com/planet/blacklisting_central/Temp_Slaves.htm
http://www.angelfire.com/electronic2/haarpmicrowaves/NATO_in_USA.html
http://www.angelfire.com/electronic2/haarpmicrowaves/Silent_Voices_First.html
http://www.angelfire.com/planet/blacklisting_central/NED-AmCham-globalists.html
http://www.angelfire.com/planet/blacklisting_central/ducksunlimited.html
http://www.angelfire.com/planet/blacklisting_central/BOYCOTT-all-USA-elections.html
http://www.angelfire.com/planet/blacklisting_central/FANNIE_MAE_REPORT.html
https://docplayer.net/56059722-Short-stories-blogs-poems-filmscripts-news-articles-video-journalism-by-bryan-adrian-follow-this-link.html
https://docplayer.net/56059722-Short-stories-blogs-poems-filmscripts-news-articles-video-journalism-by-bryan-adrian-follow-this-link.html
http://rebbe_rocky.tripod.com/Jon_Stewart_NED.htm
http://www.angelfire.com/planet/blacklisting_central/Jack-Marchand-new-Nicolas-Tesla.html
http://rebbe_rocky.tripod.com/CHABAD_gangsta_ties_TRUMP.html
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Frebbe_rocky.tripod.com%2FRachel-Maddow-background.html&h=ATPUal_C2lYdxFJ5LGGFZ36ba_grWQ6S82W_MrLfVb9jz29ndxoPEk8SxUDWLfc6WjkboChop-dH1zZAYJhDVMSE-NOBMIHuvLnrmdkqkqVdG7uhNOcopQ
http://www.angelfire.com/scifi/krakenwarriors/vampires.htm
http://ross-mcconnel-shadow.tripod.com/what-is-PROMIS.html


 OLDER related NEWS regarding Manchurian Candidates, psychotronic shooters, robotic serial shooters, & 
"inner voices" shooters in USA 

July 31, 2002, 4 Wives Slain By Their Husbands In 6 Weeks At Fort Bragg  
 
Man wanted for killing wife, a Fort Bragg soldier, on base, JULY 15, 2016  
 
Friends of the three Fort Bragg soldiers suspected of killing their wives this summer say the men exhibited unusual 
anger and incoherence after returning from Afghanistan where they were given an anti-malaria drug associated 
with aggression and mental problems. One of the soldiers was "almost incoherent" and visibly shaking while 
describing marital problems to a neighbor. Another became unable to control his anger at his wife in public, 
startling those who knew him. A third puzzled his new neighbors with his strange behavior. Soldiers at Fort Bragg 
said they are well aware of mental problems linked to the anti-malaria drug Lariam, made by Hoffmann-La Roche 
and approved by the Food and Drug Administration, which include aggression, depression, paranoia, hallucinations 
and suicidal thinking, even as official military spokesmen dismiss a connection between the drug and the events 
around Fayetteville this summer which have drawn national attention.  
 
UPI reported that mounting evidence suggests Lariam has caused such severe mental problems that in a small 
percentage of cases it has led to suicide. In July, UPI reported that scores of Peace Corps volunteers are coming 
forward saying they have suffered severe mental problems, some of which have lasted for years after they stopped 
taking the drug.  
 
In early February 2005, 18,000 angry and/or disgruntled American soldiers, many of them badly betrayed 
Reservists, who had been fighting in Iraq, were then rotated through the Fort Campbell Air Base and camp in 
Kentucky, not knowing what their next orders would be or for how much longer they would not be able to support 
their families under state and federal budget cuts, giant tax breaks for the super rich, and outsourcing of jobs and 
factories to countries which send us the most immigrants to live in USA. 

-- 3 deranged psychotronic shooters in US daily lives in the last decade, 
can you remember the details? They march to a different drummer, inside their heads, guiding them onwards and 
speaking to their most private consciousness.  
 
---ANOMALOUS COGNITION--- Bryn Mawr University researches into ANOMALOUS COGNITION --- click here  
 

From this week’s THE ECONOMIST 

Feb. 15, 2004 

“A different sort of army” 

FORT CAMPBELL, KENTUCKY -- Around one in five of the troops in Iraq are reservists or part of the National 
Guard—and that proportion will double after the current rotation. These part-time soldiers are typically older, 
more likely to be married and have children than regular, active-duty soldiers; and most of them have jobs. They 
will return to civilian life, making them less easy to monitor than active-duty troops returning to bases. 

http://www.cbsnews.com/news/4-wives-slain-in-6-weeks-at-fort-bragg/
http://www.foxnews.com/us/2016/07/29/husband-wanted-in-killing-fort-bragg-soldier-is-dead-after-standoff.html
http://serendip.brynmawr.edu/bb/neuro/neuro99/web2/Plotnick.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2617705/Brain-implant-restore-MEMORIES-wounded-soldiers-Alzheimers-sufferers-ethical.html


There are also financial worries. Hard to account for is the cost of leaving a family business unattended or missing 
a key promotion. On February 11th, several state lieutenant-governors launched a programme of grants for 
financially strapped families of reservists and National Guard soldiers. 

The Army Reserve and National Guard have both fallen short of their most recent recruiting targets. Fear of an 
exodus of Army Reserve and National Guard soldiers prompted the reservists' boss, Lieutenant-General James 
Helmly to criticise the army's treatment of his men and women. The Reserve, he said, needed to convince its troops 
that “we value your service and we're not going to run this like a doggone flesh farm.” That would mean giving 
reservists more predictability in their lives—a tall order in an age of global terror.  

The assistant secretary of defence, Thomas Hall, who oversees the reservist and National Guard operations for all 
military services, rejects suggestions that his forces are stretched thin.  

About 350,000 of them (38% of the “drilling reserve”) have been mobilised for federal duty since September 
2001, leaving most of them available for more routine work like disaster relief. But Mr Hall admits plans are afoot 
to “rebalance” the mix of skills in his forces, the plan being to lessen the pressure on particular sorts of troops—
military police, air-traffic controllers and also, sadly, morticians—that are called up most.  

The idea that reservists can be sent overseas has come as a surprise to many families. “My son provided security 
for the torch at the Olympic Games: that's what I thought the National Guard did,” says Rosemarie Slavenas, an 
Illinois woman whose son was among 15 soldiers killed when a missile hit the helicopter he was piloting in Iraq 
last November.  

Paul Vogel, whose son's tour of duty with the Army Reserve has been extended to a year, took the unusual step of 
travelling to Iraq to see his son last October.  

“The full-time guys don't let their guard down, but the reservists feel they've been sold a bill of goods on the 
whole deal,” he says. He and his wife have put an American flag in their snow-covered yard for every American 
killed in Iraq. The banner on the side of their Victorian mansion in a prosperous, Republican-dominated suburb of 
Chicago reads: “Proud of Our Soldier, Ashamed of Our President”. 

U.S. Iraq/Afghan Troop rotation  

Fearing Fort Bragg 
Feb 12th 2004  
From The Economist print edition 

The men, women and problems now coming home from Iraq via Fort Campbell Kentucky -- 18,000 troops 
rotated in coming days [pp.30-31] 

http://www.economist.com/world/na/displayStory.cfm?story_id=2429004 

WITHIN certain military circles, “Fort Bragg” is a code word for what the stress of combat can do to a man. In 2002, 
the murders of four military wives by their soldier husbands within six weeks at the base in North Carolina 
prompted the army to take a hard look at how combat affects troops and their families: three of the Fort Bragg 
soldiers had returned from special-forces duty in Afghanistan. Two of the men committed suicide after killing 
their wives. [see related articles on "remote viewing" technology and microwave brain reading in the military] 

With 123,000 troops returning from Iraq through Fort Campbell, Kentucky, in the next few months (to be replaced 
by 110,000 soldiers and Marines), and another 11,000 being “turned” over in Afghanistan, America is in its largest 
troop rotation since the second world war. General Richard Myers, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, has called 
the operation “a logistics feat that will rival any in history”; it may also have a sizeable social effect. 

  

http://www.economist.com/world/na/displayStory.cfm?story_id=2429004
http://rviewer.com/Bremseth.pdf


A virtual battalion of chaplains, social workers, psychologists, psychiatrists, domestic and child-abuse counsellors, 
financial advisers and others are on tap to embrace the combat-weary human wave about to hit America's shores. 
There are websites, pamphlets, hotlines and support groups. Over 400 “family readiness centres” are open. At Fort 
Campbell, Kentucky, where more than 18,000 soldiers are due home in coming months, reunion seminars are 
being run for spouses. 

NSRDEC scientists to solve Soldier problems in specialized NSRDEC facilities, such as the climatic chambers 

July 2015--“The new partnership between Tufts and NSRDEC will allow NSRDEC scientists opportunities to 
partner with Tufts faculty and students and utilize unique center resources,” Mahoney said. “It will also afford the 
opportunity for Tufts faculty, undergrad and grad students to gain further real-world experience working 
collaboratively with NSRDEC scientists to solve Soldier problems in specialized NSRDEC facilities, such as the 
climatic chambers, that are not available to them at the university.” The center’s research will be divided into four 
areas. The first area will examine the principles, which govern interactions between people and intelligent 
supporting systems. “These include hand-held and person-borne devices [smart phones, head-mounted displays 
and tablets] and autonomous robotic platforms aimed at augmenting and optimizing human cognition, effect, 
and/or physical capabilities in mixed initiative teams,” Mahoney said.  

Sept. 15 2009--HUTCHINSON GETS 25 YEARS IN PRISON, read link below 

http://www.kentucky.com/2009/09/15/935134_hutchinson-gets-25-years-in-04.html?rh=1  

----------------------------------- 

Back in 2004.... a case study in psychotronic shooting? 

Feb. 13, 2004--LEXINGTON, Ky. — Within minutes of being shot in the head Friday, paramedic Jim Sandford says, 
he managed to crawl to safety behind a tree, only to watch helplessly as fire Lt. Brenda Cowan lay dying nearby 
from two shots in a rural section of southern Fayette County.  

"I was talking to her, asking if she was OK. We were both pinned down. It just as scary as you would expect," 
Sandford recalled yesterday in a telephone interview from his home. "She told me she had been hit twice."  

"I was trying to get over to her," said Sandford, 40. "But the assailant had us all pinned down."  

The suspected gunman, Patrick Hutchinson, 45, has been charged with two counts of murder, one count of 
attempted murder and first-degree assault. He is accused of fatally shooting his wife, Fontaine Hutchinson, 60, and 
then Cowan, 40, who became Lexington's first African-American female firefighter 12 years ago.  

The suspect kept police at bay for 6½ hours Friday before negotiators persuaded him to surrender. Since the 
shooting, police and firefighters have said they will review how the firefighter-paramedic crew came to arrive at 
the scene before police. Friday's shootings have shaken the neighborhood, city and especially the fraternity of 
firefighters, for whom such dangers are rare.  

"There was obviously something that made them feel safe to go in, whether it was a false sense of security or what, 
I don't know. We just don't have all the facts yet," said Fire Chief Robert Hendricks.  

One of the Hutchinsons' next-door neighbors said yesterday she had spoken with Patrick Hutchinson about 10 
minutes before the shooting, and he was raving about "clones."  

Anna Foy, 71, a retired reading instructor at Athens Elementary School, said she was returning home from visiting 
her mother when she saw Patrick Hutchinson standing along the side of the road.  

http://www.fortcampbellcourier.com/news/article_078a29e4-2036-11e5-a0c2-f3670ddb9710.html
http://www.fortcampbellcourier.com/news/article_078a29e4-2036-11e5-a0c2-f3670ddb9710.html
http://www.fortcampbellcourier.com/news/article_078a29e4-2036-11e5-a0c2-f3670ddb9710.html
http://www.fortcampbellcourier.com/news/article_078a29e4-2036-11e5-a0c2-f3670ddb9710.html
http://www.fortcampbellcourier.com/news/article_078a29e4-2036-11e5-a0c2-f3670ddb9710.html
http://www.fortcampbellcourier.com/news/article_078a29e4-2036-11e5-a0c2-f3670ddb9710.html
http://www.fortcampbellcourier.com/news/article_078a29e4-2036-11e5-a0c2-f3670ddb9710.html
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http://www.kentucky.com/2009/09/15/935134_hutchinson-gets-25-years-in-04.html?rh=1


"He was looking at the ground, but he sort of waved toward me," she said, so she rolled down her car window to 
say hello. "He starts in on this tirade," Foy said. "And the first thing he said — and I guess I should be flattered — he 
said, `You are one of the humans.' And then he started telling me that everybody else was clones. He said, 
`Fontaine's been a clone since the first year we were married.'"  

As she ended the conversation, Hutchinson told her, "If you have a gun you better go get it ready because there is 
going to be a war," she recalled. Foy said she went home to tell her husband about Hutchinson. "I'll admit that I 
thought maybe I should call somebody about this. But my rationale for not calling, which was false, obviously, was 
what am I going to tell anybody? They don't arrest people for talking crazy. If they did all the jails would be pretty 
full."  

William Foy said, "It wasn't 10 minutes before we heard the shots."  

Sandford, Cowan and firefighter Michael Souder had arrived at the house on Adams Lane about 3:45 p.m. to 
respond to a call about a woman who had been shot.  

Souder was in the truck as Cowan and Sandford rushed to where the woman was lying in front of the house.  

Then Sandford heard a shot and felt the pain.  

"I was dazed. It took me a minute to understand what was happening ... but I never lost consciousness," the 11-year 
veteran of the fire department said. "It was chaos."  

He had been struck in the head but at such an angle that it made entrance and exit wounds but did not pierce his 
skull.  

"The doctor told me I was hit at an oblique angle," Sandford said. "Because of that I was saved. I was really, really 
lucky, fortunate and blessed. The doctor told me it was a miracle."  

Sandford said he fell to the ground after being shot, bleeding from the back of the head and uncertain how badly he 
was wounded.  

Once he was able to compose himself within a minute or so, he said he was able to talk briefly to Cowan, who by 
this time had also been shot.  

Sandford said his thoughts and prayers were for Cowan and her family. "I know she was a devout Christian," he 
said. "She was a wonderful person with an outgoing personality that just radiated kindness and love."  

As police and more firefighters arrived, Lexington police Officer Thomas Richards parked his cruiser between the 
home and Sandford and Cowan. He urged Sandford to crawl for cover behind a nearby tree.  

From behind the tree, Sandford could see Cowan and talk with her, but he said could not reach her without 
potentially exposing himself to more gunfire.  

"I went into survival mode. I tried my best to use my hands to apply pressure to my wound," he said.  

Sandford said he was probably behind the tree for 15 to 20 minutes before he managed to crawl behind a pickup 
and join other emergency responders who had taken cover there.  

"They were finally able to apply better pressure to my wound and slow down the bleeding," he said. With help, 
Sandford said, he was able to scramble to a "safe perimeter" police had by then placed around the scene.  

Sandford estimated that it was perhaps 40 minutes between the time he was shot and when he got to this point, 
where he finally felt safe from gunfire.  



Sandford said he wants to thank courageous "comrades" in the Lexington fire and police departments who he said 
helped save his life.  

 

Patrick Hutchinson of Lexington, Ky., is shown in this undated Fayette County, Ky. detention center photo [see 
photo at top of website]. Hutchinson, 45, a suspected gunman who told a reporter he was battling "alien clones'' 
that are part of a CIA conspiracy during a 6 1/2 hour standoff at his home was charged Saturday, Feb. 14, 2004, in 
the deaths of a female firefighter and another woman, his 60 year old wife. Hutchinson surrendered Friday night, 
hours after fire and police crews converged on his house in southeast Lexington following a report that a woman 
had been shot. (AP Photo/Fayette County detention center)  

"Patrick Hutchinson, [45], starts in on this tirade," Foy said.  

"And the first thing he said — and I guess I should be flattered — he said, "You are one of the humans.' And then he 
started telling me that everybody else was clones. He said, `Fontaine's [60] been a clone since the first year we were 
married.'"  

As she ended the conversation, Hutchinson told her, "If you have a gun you better go get it ready because there is going 
to be a war,"she recalled.  

According to the Lexington Herald-Leader, its reporters were trying to call neighbors of the home. Thinking the 
shooting happened at a different home, a reporter accidentally called Hutchinson. "We're going against the evil 
alien clones," the Herald-Leader reported Hutchinson as saying. "I started with my wife."  

The newspaper placed the call about 4:30 p.m. EST, about an hour after the standoff began. Once the reporter 
realized she had the suspect on the line, she kept him talking while an editor called police.  

The conversation continued while the editor was put on hold. When an officer returned to the line and asked the 
Herald-Leader to end the call with Hutchinson, the reporter did.  

Soon after, the reporter relayed the contents of the interview to police. Asked to start at the beginning, Hutchinson 
told the paper,  

"At the end of World War II, a UFO crash-landed near the Russian border." Aliens "possess the upper echelons of our 
administration. There's only 735 true humans left in Lexington, less than 3 million left worldwide," he said.  

He denied that he had mental problems:  
 
"You think 'this guy's a nut' ?... well, I'm not a nut."  

*** 
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